Abstract-Community-based Question and Answering (CQA) platforms are nowadays enlightening over a billion people with crowdsourced knowledge. A key design issue in CQA platforms is how to find the potential answerers and to provide the askers timely and suitable answers, i.e., the so-called question routing problem. State-of-art approaches often rely on extracting topics from the question texts.
I. INTRODUCTION
Community-based Question and Answering (CQA) systems have become popular knowledge sharing platforms where users get answers for the questions they raised. They have received great attention both in industry and in academia [1] , [2] . One of the most important goals of CQA systems is to provide an asker with a suitable answer in the shortest possible time, i.e., the so-called question routing problem. In contrast to previous works [2] - [4] that focus on general CQA websites such as Quora and Yahoo! Answers, in this work, we analyze the question routing problem in a CQA platform named FarmDoctor that is exclusive for agricultural knowledge.
In China, over 300 thousand rural resident, although with limited income (on average less than 6 dollars a day), managed to connect to the internet and seek online in Farm-Doctor for agricultural knowledge. Accurate question routing will provide timely advices for their cultivation and potentially improve their lives. However, question routing in Farm-Doctor faces a major challenge, i.e., the limited textual information problem.
In general CQA platforms, most questions are described in natural languages and question routing is often performed through extracting topics from the rich textual information [2] , [4] . In contrast, users in Farm-Doctor raise their questions mostly through pictures, along with simple questions like which is the problem? and what should I do? Due to the lack of textual information, topic models that are widely used in CQA platforms are not applicable to the case of Farm-Doctor. On the other hand, although image recognition has received great attention and success both in industry and in academia, efficient tools on identifying crop diseases and even crops are still missing. As a consequence, it is difficult to infer the topics from the questions (texts or images) alone. To solve this problem, in this work we incorporate rich side information and model CQA platforms as a heterogeneous information network (HIN), and based on network representation learning (NRL) models, we conduct, to the best of our knowledge, the first analysis of the question routing problem without using textual information.
Our analysis of Farm-Doctor mainly consists of three parts: Measuring Farm-Doctor. In this work, we have obtained the whole knowledge base of Farm-Doctor. Our dataset covers all the 697,695 questions raised before April 21st, 2018, along with the information on the associated 3,179,333 answers, 438 crops and 305,359 users. The information we obtained include not only the basic question characteristics but also user activities such as who raised/answered which question at what time, which crop is tagged in which question and is interested to which user. The dataset is publicly available through requests to the first author.
Characterizing question and answer dynamics. We first provide an analysis on the scale and the characteristics of the question repository in Farm-Doctor. We examine the number of answers received by each question and the timeliness of the answers. We find that questions in Farm-Doctor normally attract a few answers shortly after they are raised, but as time passes by they no longer receive any attention. Then, we analyze the user activities in terms of the number questions they raised and answered. We find a highly skewed activity level of the users, with a small number of users raising and answering a large number of questions. These results all indicate the need of a proper question routing method in Farm-Doctor, so that questions will get more answers and hopefully that less active users will be encouraged to answer the questions personalized recommended to them.
Question routing. To tackle the limited textual information problem in Farm-Doctor, we build a HIN model based on a variety of relationships and we adopt heterogeneous NRL models to learn the low-dimensional embeddings of the questions, the users, and the crops. Taking the learned representations as input features, we build machine-learned classifiers to recommend timely and accurately, for the newly posted questions, the potential users that most likely will answer the questions.
The main contributions of this work are as follows:
• We obtain the whole knowledge repository of FarmDoctor ( 
II. METHODOLOGY AND THE FARM-DOCTOR DATASET
In this section, we first give a brief introduction of Farm Doctor. Then, we introduce the dataset used throughout this article.
A. An overview of Farm-Doctor Farm-Doctor is a CQA platform exclusive for agricultural questions. It is one of the largest CQA platforms in China that provide farmers with advices on cultivation, such as crop disease detection and treatment recommendation. As in general CQA platforms, users in Farm-Doctor can raise and answer questions, vote to the answers, and follow each other. In addition, they can specify the crops that are interested to them and tag their questions with related crops. Figure 4 shows an example of the questions in Farm-Doctor. We can see that, different from general CQA platforms, questions in FarmDoctor contain very limited textual information.
B. Dataset
Farm-Doctor identifies each of its user with a unique numerical number in the increasing order. Each identifier corresponds to a webpage with detailed user information that can be obtained with crawlers. We have obtained the whole knowledge base (until April 2018) of Farm-Doctor with detailed information of 305,359 users, 697,695 questions, and 3,179,333 answers.
For each user, we obtain the list of questions that he has asked and answered, and the crops he follows. For each question, we obtain its description, the time when it was raised, the related crops in its tags, and the list of its answers. For each answer, we obtain the time when it was left, the identity of the answer, and the tags for the related crop diseases. In total, 73,463 users have raised at least one question (named askers) and 43,323 users have answered at least one question (named answerers). Table I shows the basic statistics of our dataset.
III. CHARACTERISTICS OF FARM-DOCTOR
Having introduced our dataset, in this section, we reveal the basic characteristics of Farm-Doctor. This analysis will provide insights into the question routing problem analyzed later in Section 4.
A. Questions
We first analyze the basic characteristics of all the 697,695 questions raised in the Farm-Doctor by the end of April 2018. We investigate the number of answers they received and the timeliness of these answers.
Number of answers received. Figure 1 plots the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the number of answers received by each question. In total, 7.7% (54,084) questions have received more than 10 answers while 65.4% (456,294) questions have received fewer than 5 answers. We also observe that 18.3% (127,678) questions have received only one answer and 4.4% (30,861) questions have not been answered at all.
Timeliness of the answers. We analyze the timeliness of the answers by examining the delay of the answers. In Figure 2 we show the CDFs of the delay of the first answer and the time span of all the answers received by each question, respectively. We find that 94.5% (630,158) questions receive their first answers on the same day when the questions are raised, and that 76.5% (510,128) questions receive all their answers within one day.
Discussion. From the above results we conjecture that, due to the absence of a proper question routing algorithm, currently questions in Farm-Doctor can only attract some answers when they are first raised and as time passes by they no longer receive any attention. To test our intuition, we have calculated the Spearman Ranking Correlation Coefficient (SRCC) 1 between the number of answers a question received and the time when the question was raised, and we do not find strong correlations between these two metrics (with a SRCC of 0.2442). In the agricultural area, users seek to get timely answers, preferably multiple opinions, to solve crop diseases and to reduce economic losses. The above results indicate the need of a better question routing method in Farm-Doctor that will route the questions to potential answerers accurately and timely.
B. Users
For any CQA platform, the user activity level provides important knowledge for the community development and prosperity. In this section, we analyze the user activities of the 305,359 users in the Farm-Doctor.
Raising and answering questions. We show in Figure. 3 the CDFs of the number of questions raised and answered by each user, respectively. We find that, for both raising and answering questions, the user activity level is highly skewed. More specifically, while 5% (28,132) users have raised more than 5 questions, 75% users have never raised any question. On the other hand, while 3% (9,583) users have answered more than 10 questions, 85% users have never answered any questions.
Meanwhile, we find that 71% (217,095) users have not raised nor answered any questions. We conjecture that they only join the community to learn from the questions raised by other users. On the other hand, 4.85% (14,803) users have only answered questions. They are possibly the supportive experts who join the community to help others.
Discussion. For question routing, the highly skewed activity level of the users, as revealed by the above results, needs to be taken into account. For example, questions routed to active users are more likely to get timely answers. And routing questions to less active users, if performed accurately, will motivate them to provide an answer and hence increase the number of received answers.
C. Crops
In this section, we examine the basic characteristic of the crops. In Farm-Doctor, users can specify the crops they are interested in, and when raise questions, they can choose to associate the question with a tag specifying related crops. FarmDoctor in total contains 438 crops that have been followed by users or have been tagged in questions. Figure 5 shows the CDFs of the number of interested users and the number of questions a crop is tagged in, respectively. In total, 60% crops are interested to fewer than 100 users while the top 2% crops are interested to more than 10,000 users. On the other hand, 65% crops are tagged in fewer than 100 questions while the top 1% crops have more than 10,000 related questions. These results indicate an uneven distributed attention on the crops.
Discussion. While in Farm-Doctor, it is difficult to infer topics from the limited textual information, the crops followed by the users (for both users who raised the questions and the answerers) and tagged in questions provide rich side information for the question routing problem, which we will explore later in Section 4.
IV. QUESTION ROUTING IN FARM-DOCTOR
Although questions in Farm-Doctor lack textual information, the previous analyses revealed rich side information that could be leveraged for the question routing problem. In this section, we analyze the question routing problem in FarmDoctor. 
A. Methodology
To solve the question routing problem in Farm-Doctor, we model Farm-Doctor as a heterogeneous information network (HIN) that incorporates different types of nodes and edges. Then, we adopt representation learning methods to learn the low-dimensional vector representations of the nodes. Finally, we use the learned representation vectors as input features and build machine-learned classifiers to rank and to recommendation the potential answerers.
The HIN model. The HIN model we proposed for FarmDoctor is shown in Figure. 6, which consists of three types of nodes, i.e., users, questions, and crops, and four types of edges representing a variety of relationships including userquestion answering, user-user answering, user-crop following, and question-crop tagging.
Representation learning. Most previous works on CQA platforms, for a variety of tasks, rely on extracting hidden topics from question texts [2] , [4] . In contrast, to remedy the text deficiency in Farm-Doctor we intend to find approaches to mine the Farm-Doctor network and to route the questions, i.e., predicting user-question answering relationships, solely based on the network structure, i.e., a variety of relationships that we model. Network representation learning (NRL) models have been developing rapidly in recent years [6] , [7] . They aim to project large information networks into low-dimensional vector spaces while the graph structural properties are preserved to the largest degree. They are shown to perform well in many tasks including visualization, node classification, and link prediction. In our work, we use and compare two state-of-art NRL models, i.e., HIN2vec [8] and node2vec [9] . The former is specially designed for HINs.
B. Experiment setup
For question routing, our task is to predict potential answerers for the newly posted questions. To this end, we divide the training dataset and the testing dataset according to time. The former contains the 148,719 questions raised in the year of 2017 and the latter contains the 9,353 questions raised in January and February 2018, which are the newly posted questions that need to be recommended to potential answerers.
We run NRL models (using their default parameters) on the network that consists of all the relationships in the training Table II . Specifically, hadamard function is the element-wise multiplication of two vectors. Average function calculates the centroid of two vectors in the latent space. The hadamard operator perform better. Hence all results reported here were obtained using the hadamard operator.
We randomly choose 500 questions from the testing set and label their user-question answering relationships established in January and February 2018 as the positive examples, and we use their neighbours within 2 hops as the negative examples. To perform the question routing, based on the feature vectors learned by NRL models we apply Support Vector Machine (SVM) to, for each of the 500 questions, rank users that are more likely to provide an answer.
C. Evaluation
Classic representation learning methods, especially for the recommendation problem, often rely on matrix factorization [10] that factorizes the relationship matrix into low rank latent matrices and the nodes into low-dimensional vectors. Here, we compare the performance of NRL models with the following two matrix factorization methods.
(1) PMF: Probabilistic Matrix Factorization [11] is the basic matrix factorization method using only user-item matrix. In our experiment, the matrix is constructed in a way that, when a user i answers a question j, the corresponding element a ij in the matrix is set to 1.
(2) CMF: Collective Matrix Factorization [12] is a matrix factorization model that jointly factorizes different types of relations in HIN and shares the latent factor of same node types in different relations. In our experiment, we utilize a user-question matrix (constructed in the same way as in the above PMF experiment), a user-crop matrix (with an element a ij =1 when a user i is interested in a crop j), and a questioncrop matrix (with an element a ij =1 when a question i follow a crop j).
We use the top-k precision (precision@k) and the topk recall (recall@k) as metrics for the evaluation, which are defined as follows respectively:
(1) Top-k precision (precision@k): the percentage of top-k ranking results that hit the ground truth. Table III . It should be noted that PMF only uses the user-question answering relationships and performs as the baseline for comparison. CMF uses user-question answering, user-crop following, and question-crop tagging relationships. The two NRL models use user-question answering, user-user answering, user-crop following, question-crop tagging relationships. Here, we have considered k = 1 and k = 5. For k = 1, our evaluation reveals the accuracy of recommendation for the first answer, which is very important as it has been shown that, after a question has received one answer, especially one high quality answer, other users incline to follow the first answer or to skip this question to answer another [13] . We have also considered k = 5 for the reason that in Farm-Doctor each question on average receives 5 answers. From the results, we have three interesting findings as follows.
Firstly, CMF and the two NRL models, which contain heterogeneous information, significantly outperform PMF. This result indicates that the heterogeneous relationships we modelled have significant influence in the question routing problem.
Secondly, we find that the two NRL models perform better than CMF. This result suggests that the NRL model can get more accurate embedding for the nodes. In addition, both NRL models perform reasonably well, indicating that even without using any textual information, we can still accurately route the questions to the potential answerers.
Finally, among the two NRL models, we find that HIN2vec performs constantly better than node2vec, with 3% to 5% performance improvements. Nevertheless, as HIN2vec is specially designed for HIN, one would expect it to achieve more notable improvements over NRL models designed for homogeneous networks (such as node2vec). For our future work, we will investigate on this issue and propose NRL models tailored for the question routing problem. As a start, we plan to differentiate the importance of various relationships, consider weights for edges, and propose NRL models for weighted HINs.
V. RELATED WORK CQA platforms have been extensively studied before. Two comprehensive surveys can be found in [13] , [14] . We summarize the related works for the main research topics in CQA as follows.
Question routing recommends potential answers for each question, which is the focus of this work. Earlier works on question routing are mainly based on the past answering activities of the users. Li et al. [3] utilized the query likelihood language model based on answerers performance profile to estimate each answerers expertise and they further incorporate the category information [4] .
A number of studies have addressed the question routing problem as a classification task. Yang et al. [2] proposed a probabilistic Topic Expertise Model which used tagging information and voting information to learn topical expertise estimation. They also proposed CQArank model that combines user topical expertise estimation and user authority derived from link analysis to find experts with both similar topical preference and high topical expertise.
The above methods all have utilized the rich textual information associated with the questions, which are not applicable to the question routing problem in Farm-Doctor where questions contain very limited texts. Closest to our work, a few studies have focused on routing questions without using textual information. Yang et al. [15] factorized a user-tag expertise matrix based through probabilistic matrix factorization [11] to obtain the latent feature vectors for the users and the tags. For a newly posted question, the predicted expertise scores can computed by the feature vector of its tag and the feature vectors of the potential answerers. In contrast, we adopt NRL models to learn the latent representations and we show that NRL models outperform matrix factorization methods. Zhao et al. [16] proposed a heterogenous network model which is composed by users relationships extracted from other social website and user-questions answering relationships. They used a fully connected neural network and the LSTM model to learn the representations of the users and the questions. Comparing to their work, our network is more complex and we include additional tag information.
Authority ranking or expert finding aims to rank users based on their expertise for a particular category instead of a specific question. Zhang et al. [17] proposed a graph model constructed by the question-answer relationship to compute the expertise scores of users via PageRank algorithm [18] . Jurczyk et al. [19] also proposed a graph model based on the useruser answering relationship, which used as input to the HITS algorithm [20] for predicting experts. For improving authority ranking, Zhu et al. [21] provided the extended category link graph which considered the category relevance of questions, and utilized a link analysis method which is based on Topical Random Surfer model for ranking user authority.
Finding similar questions. Ji et al. [22] combined similarity features, translation features, and so on, and adopted RankingSVM to rank potential users to a newly posted question. Shen et al. [23] putted a similarity matrix constructed by each pair of question and answer into a deep architecture model which was able to explicitly capture the word sequence information and the lexical information in matching two structured objects to find potentially suitable answers. Chen et al. [1] proposed a heterogenous CQA network denoted by categoryquestion pairs, question-user pairs, and user-user pairs, then based on random walk, they learned questions features through neural networks and users features through a network representation learning model named Deepwalk [24] . These features are used to calculate the matching score between questions.
The above works all focused on general CQA with rich textual information. In contrast, we analyze Farm-Doctor that is exclusive for agricultural questions, most of which contain no textual descriptions. We solve this problem by modelling Farm-Doctor as a heterogeneous information network that incorporates a variety of relationships and adopting network representation learning models to predict potential answerers.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we conduct an analysis on the question routing problem in a CQA platform named Farm-Doctor that is exclusive for agricultural knowledges. We address the major challenge for routing questions in Farm-Doctor, i.e., limited textual information, by proposing a heterogeneous information network model that captures a variety of relationships and adopting network representation learning (NRL) models to accurately predict and to recommend potential answerers. We also provide a publicly available dataset that contains the whole knowledge base of Farm-Doctor, including detailed information on over 300 thousands users, over 690 thousand questions, and over 3 million answers. Promising directions for the future work include designing NRL models for weighted and directed HINs, proposing methods for routing high quality answerers instead of any answerers, and comparing and combining NRL models with text-based approaches on more CQA platforms.
